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Abstract—Fever is one of the main symptoms of various
illnesses during infancy and it requires continuous supervision
especially above 38 degree Celsius as fatal complications may
develop. With the emerging IoT and e-Health technologies, a
variety of different consumer products are being developed
to facilitate the fever monitoring for parents. In this study,
our aim is to develop a prototype that will continuously track
the body temperature of an infant using an RGB and a
thermal camera, and provide different notification capabilities
for the users. The product is expected to work effectively
from 1-2 meters of distance with approximately 0.4 degree
Celsius accuracy. The real-time video display is included to the
system with one second of latency for video, audio and alarm
features. The user interface also provides room temperature
and humidity data, along with measured statistics of baby
body temperature. The system is also able to alarm the user
upon the detection of loud noise in the environment, which
can indicate interruptions in baby’s sleep. The prototype is
expected to provide an affordable, all-in-one solution for the
parents as a baby monitoring device.

Keywords-Baby monitor, home monitoring, thermal imaging,
eHealth, IoT

I. INTRODUCTION

Fever, mostly an indicator of infectious diseases, is

considered a dangerous physiological response for infants,

especially for neonates who require immediate hospitalization

[1]. Neonatal age requires constant and sensitive monitoring

of body temperature because fever is prone to be a dangerous

symptom depending on how long it lasts, and for especially

premature infants, it may lead to the development of fatal

conditions as they do not have an adaptive thermo-regulation

mechanism [1], [2]. Hence, fever monitoring plays an

important role in the challenging course of early parenthood.

The proposed Smart Baby Monitoring Assistant (Ther-

moCam) is designed to facilitate infant fever monitoring

and address the insufficiency of temperature-tracking baby

monitors in the national and global markets. Existing baby

monitors require the use of external hardware to measure

temperature and the excessive cost of the current products

for domestic use. Based on the conducted market research,

ThermoCam is a unique product, because it is a reliable

‖
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and safe baby monitor that offers an easy-to-use interface

to parents [3]–[6]. Considering the risks of fever for infants,

this product bears great significance for users in the global

market.

The proposed design is built on a low-cost system, which

is able to measure the body temperature of the baby and

report the data to the end user in real-time through a web

interface. Since it is a proof-of-concept device, ThermoCam

does not ensure a medical-level accuracy. The system is built

to detect fluctuations in body temperature and determine

whether this change leaves the normal temperature range,

which is determined to be between 36.5-38°C by American

Academy of Pediatrics/American Congress of Obstetricians

and Gynecologists [7].

The system consists of a Raspberry Pi 3B+ device, a RGB

camera and a thermal camera. The video data from the two

cameras are overlaid in order to measure body temperature

from the face of the infant using face detection methods

[8]. The maximum point in the region of interest is taken as

the body temperature and its change over time is monitored

through the algorithm.

II. RELATED WORK

In the global market, real-time video streaming, room

temperature and humidity tracking, and two-way talking are

typical properties of baby monitors. Most products also have

infrared night vision in order to provide night-time as well as

day-time video [3], [4]. Some monitors consist of a camera

setup that is controlled by an additional device with a screen,

whereas others are tracked using a smartphone application

instead [5].

There are baby monitors that make use of thermal data

for purposes besides providing night vision. For example,

a monitor allows the users to define a region of interest

and notifies them in case the target leaves this region, using

the thermal data obtained from FLIR ONE [9]. There are

some other products that track body temperature using an

electronic device that is connected to the target’s body [6],

[10].

Smart Baby Monitoring Assistant is an integration of two

types of baby monitors in the market: Ones that provide
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video streaming from an additional device, and others that

track body temperature using wearables and deliver to parents

through a website. However, ThermoCam eliminates the risks

associated with these two types of monitors, as it measures

body temperature from a distance of 1-2 meters, and therefore

is more reliable compared to wearable that can accidentally

be detached from the target’s body and eliminates the risk of

ingestion by the baby. Additionally, ThermoCam’s website

interface facilitates usage by eliminating the need of an

additional device. Therefore, ThermoCam is a unique baby

monitor in the global market. However, when we go out of

the scope of the baby monitors, there were similar devices

on the market such as Avio TVS200IS [11]. This particular

device could fuse thermal and RGB videofeed while also

outputting a temperature reading with ±1.0 C° accuracy.

However, this product was geared for professional use in

airports for tracking of contagious diseases such as flu or

ebola and did not have the sound tracking and live audio/video

audiostream properties that ThermoCam has. There is also

the possibility that it had a cost that was much higher than

ThermoCam considering that similar cameras from the same

company have prices reaching up to 2000 [12]. There are

also similar systems offered by FLIR such as FLIR A320

for deployment in airports [13]. However these systems are

very expensive when compared to the prototype costs of

ThermoCam [14].

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

ThermoCam, as shown in Figure 1, consists of a hardware

platform based on Raspberry Pi 3B+, and an image processing

and video alignment framework programmed in Python.

Raspberry Pi 3B+ is used as the main hardware for the

proof-of-concept prototype. For peripherals, the system

incorporates a FLIR Lepton Thermal Camera [15] coupled

with a WaveShare PiCam [16], a humidity and temperature

sensor (DHT-22) [17], a USB soundcard (UGREEN USB

external sound adapter) [18], generic stereo speakers and a

Piranha PRN-202 external laptop microphone [19].

The system fundamentally carries out four main functions.

The first function is to continuously monitor the baby’s

Figure 1. (Left) Initial system and (right) final prototype on low-light
conditions. Components of the initial system are boxed into a manageable
size, with smaller alternatives chosen for the speakers. Light of IR LEDs is
unperceivable to human eye.

Figure 2. Functionality Diagram

body temperature. This is achieved by establishing a region

of interest defined as the baby’s face and then taking the

maximum temperature in the region. If there is a life-

threatening temperature change in the surface temperature of

the baby’s face, ThermoCam sends out an alarm to the user’s

smartphone or computer. The second function of the system

is to overlay the thermal and RGB video streams, creating a

live video feed that is accessible to the user and delivering

up to date information about the temperatures throughout

the baby’s face. The video feed may also be shown only

in RGB, depending on the user’s preference. The user can

reach the video feed through a website. The third function

of the system is to transfer voice messages between the baby

and the user, indicating that parents can speak to their babies

and listen back using ThermoCam.

The final function of the system is to measure the ambient

temperature and humidity of the baby’s room. This function

is critical, because environmental parameters are crucial for

the well-being of the baby and therefore, information about

room conditions should be delivered to parents on real-time.

Thus, ThermoCam incorporates all functions of the baby

monitors currently in the national and global markets, and

additionally includes baby temperature measurement tracking,

fever detection and real-time thermal-RGB overlaid video

feed, as displayed in the functionality diagram of the system

in Figure 2.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this part, the architecture of the system which consists

of hardware and software architecture will be explained in

detail.

A. Hardware Architecture

The hardware architecture mainly consists of four parts,

development board, image acquisition hardware, sound play-

back and acquisition hardware, and ambient data acquisition

hardware. A diagram to visualize the connections between

the components can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Hardware Architecture

1) Development Board: Raspberry Pi 3B+ is selected as

the development board for this system. It is responsible

for running the software framework, handling peripherals

and connecting to the server for data transfer. Moreover,

Raspberry Pi is chosen as the main hardware of the system

as it’s comparably cheap, has community support and thus

perfect for prototyping purposes.

2) Image Acquisition Hardware: This hardware consists

of the thermal camera and the RGB camera employed in

the system. The RGB camera is a Waveshare v1.0 no-IR

camera 5MP. The camera includes two on board IR LEDs

and can record 1080p video at 30 FPS. The model of

the thermal camera is FLIR Lepton 1.5, with resolution

80x60. This model lacks the radiometry option, consequently

requires a mapping from pixel temperature values to the real

temperature. The camera can output a video from capturing

a sequence of images at an average of 8.7 FPS.

3) Sound Playback and Acquisition Hardware: This

hardware includes the UGREEN external sound card, Pi-

ranha PRN-202 external laptop microphone and generic

USB-powered stereo speakers. The microphone can work

effectively up to 2 meters, coinciding with the anticipated

working distance of the device.

4) Ambient Data Acquisition Hardware: This hardware

consists of Adafruit DHT-22 temperature and humidity sensor.

This sensor can output humidity readings with an accuracy

of 2-5 % and output temperature readings with ±0.5 °C

accuracy.

B. Software Architecture

1) Device: Raspbian version 2018-11-13 is used on

Raspberry Pi as the operating system and source code is

run on Python 3 programming language. The source code is

based on a multiprocessing architecture that handles multiple

device operations such as image [20] and audio processing,

server communication and baby action detection concurrently.

Four physical core of the processor need to be used in parallel

to satisfy the design requirements.

Multiprocessing architecture consist of 4 main pro-

cesses that are named as control routine, video routine,

audio routine and server routine. A data structure similar

to dequeue is implemented over Queue structure of multi-

processing package, to ensure that device provides real-time

data in case of a latency. The overriding version is designed

to serve storage for video frames and audio by dumping the

last object to free a slot for the incoming data instead of

giving an exception when user tries to put a new object to

a full queue. The visualization between the connections of

each routine can be seen in Figure 4.

There are distinct roles for each process: video routine

acquires both RGB and thermal video frames and overlays

them according to a predetermined color map. audio routine

acquires the audio feed and detects baby cry by frequency

analysis over a sliding window of time points and simple

thresholding. server routine parses the data from all other

routines and synchronizes them if necessary. Then, it sends

the data (temperature, humidity, alarms) to the server by

RESTful API, video and audio streams sent by web sockets.

For video streaming, the current system uses MJPEG [21]

protocol the device serve up to 30 fps with some repeated

frames, since thermal camera can provide a maximum of 9

frames-per-second.

2) Multimodal Image Registration: With different posi-

tions and focal structures, the alignment of thermal and RGB

cameras is a crucial part of the proposed design. Posed as the

problem of multimodal image registration in the literature, the

main approaches include feature calibration over respective

feeds, series of segmentation and alignment to overlay ROI’s,

and automatic registration of images using neural networks

[26], [27].

For the data acquired from the system architecture, non-

similar visual features of the thermal sensor make it inefficient

to use feature detection and matching methods such as ORB,

FAST and SIFT [28]; and the lack of labeled visual data

prevents the training of complex neural nets to create an

acceptable warping. To solve the problem of inconsistent

Figure 4. Device Software Flowchart
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features, an algorithm is used from [29] to find the ideal

polynomial warping to align the thermal frame on the RGB.

To proceed with the description of the algorithm, we

provide two assumptions for a camera-sensor system:

• The edge profile of the sensor is sufficiently informative,

i.e. there exists features that correspond to both the

edge profiles of the RGB image and the image-like data

provided by the thermal sensor.

• The position of these two sources are known (whether

they are vertically or horizontally aligned) and their

location are sufficiently close

The algorithm that is used to calculate the ideal parameters

for the second degree polynomial transformation matrix is

listed as Algorithm 1. For the exemplary applications of the

proposed algorithm, see Results.

For the coverage parameter in the algorithm, c = 4 is found

to provide the ideal signal-to-noise ratio to calculate the cross-

correlation from edge-like features in both thermal and RGB

frames via trial and error. The depth of the algorithm, N, is

limited by the smallest informative vertical division of the

thermal image, which is empirically determined to be 8 for

an ideal estimation.

3) Temperature Mapping: Monitoring system of Thermo-

Cam contains a microbolometer-based thermal camera with

a resolution of 60 x 80 that maps the temperature into pixel

values of 14-bits. The mapping of this thermal sensor is not

linear, and to capture the underlying polynomial a series

of samples from a calibrated black body is taken using the

setup shown in Figure 5. For each sample, the temperature

Algorithm 1 Edge-Based Polynomial Transformation Esti-

mation
• Parameters: N ∈ N, c ∈ R where 0 < c < 100.

1: Rescale RGB and thermal frames to the same size

and apply TV-denoising (Chambolle’s method with

parameters 0.4 and 0.2 respectively) to preserve the

edges while smoothing [22].

2: Apply Canny edge detector to the resulting frames, with

hysteresis thresholds optimized by Powell’s method [23]

to ensure c% coverage of the edges for each source.

3: Determine the FFT-upsampled cross-correlation [24]

maximizing shifts iteratively for equal sized vertical

division of count n, which is iterated from 1 to N.

4: Record central points of the initial and shifted regions

for all possible optimal shifts which are calculated from

each region. The outlying points beyond 1.5 IQR from

the first and third quartiles are discarded [25].

5: For the remaining points, estimate a weighted polynomial

regression of second degree with weights (8 − n + 1) for

each point.

6: From the above estimation, calculate the transform matrix

to warp the thermal input onto the RGB frame.

degrees (in Kelvin with a scale of 100) of Focal Plane Array

(FPA) and Auxiliary (AUX) sensors are also acquired from

the microbolometer via C++ commands over I2C bus.

There is no clear instruction regarding to the correlation

of FPA and AUX temperatures, which reflect the ambient

temperature of the camera for different locations. Therefore,

they are used together with the temperature pixel values to

create an accurate model. A linear regressor with Elastic Net

regularization [30] is cross validated over the dataset, and the

ideal first-order model is determined to have only LASSO

regularization with zero coefficient for the FPA sensor value.

The resulting relationship between the real temperature

Treal , pixel value TP and AUX sensor temperature TAUX can

be expressed as:

Treal = 0.0403 TP + 1.2803 TAUX − 322.895 (1)

The created model is utilized to measure the temperature

of the baby over a periodically acquired region of interest

via control routine. RoI is established by a pre-trained Haar

Cascade algorithm for face recognition, and a simple blob

detection algorithm over thermal camera is employed in the

cases that the former algorithm fails, e.g. when encountered

with unpredictable postures of the subject.

4) Server: On the server side, a virtual private server

is initiated with the Ubuntu 18.04 LTS operating system.

The server-side software is coded with Python 3, Flask

framework is used together with the Gunicorn WSGI and

MySQL database with SQLAlchemy object-relation mapper.

A diagram of the database can be seen in Figure 6. The

prototyping server specifications are 1 vCPU, 2 GB RAM

and 50GB SSD storage. The internet connection speed is up

to 1Gbps.

All of the device functionality is accessed through a web

interface as shown in the Figure 7. Each user is able to

examine baby temperature, room temperature and humidity

through descriptive plots and tables. In addition, users are

provided valuable information by notifications and alarms

for the baby through this web interface. The device can be

configured from this panel as well.

For the video stream, the server and the Raspberry Pi

implements the MJPEG streaming protocol. In this protocol

video stream is implemented through passing encoding video

as compressed .jpg images and sending each frame as so. In

Figure 5. Black body calibration setup
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Figure 6. Diagram of the database [31].

Figure 7. Web Interface

this implementation, we send the size of each frame and the

frame itself consequently in a continuous manner.

The database for this project consist of four tables, which

are users, notifications, device and data. Each user is linked

to a device by device id foreign key, that is, a device

can be accessed by multiple users. The table notifications
includes user id as the foreign key, hence a specific user’s

notification can be queried. The table data includes device id
as the foreign key to provide link for a device. Each row

in this table is a data entry of a device at a specific time

instance. This relational model approach gives the capability

of querying special properties, for instance user.device.data
or user.notification, which enables the web service to work

efficiently. The server provides a RESTful web service for

CRUD operations. Through this API, the device can record

data to the database.

V. COST

The cost associated with the prototype holds vital impor-

tance as the cost of the prototype is positively related with the

cost of the product. Cost associated with each component of

the system is given in Table I in US Dollars. The purchases

except for the thermal camera were carried out in Turkey

and thus the cost in US Dollars was calculated with the most

recent exchange rate which is 1TL = 0.18$.

The total cost for the prototype is 291.36$. This is

reasonable when we take into account that the system is

a proof-of-concept and not a mass production product.

VI. TEST

Testing the performance of the camera in terms of thermal

accuracy is a fundamental step. The test system is designed

to reflect real case scenarios that could happen in daily life,

as closely as possible. To establish that, a plastic doll of

50cm height is purchased and is modified to allow continuous

hot water flow with the help of plastic pipes. The water is

being heated up with the help of a kettle and pumped into

the pipes in to change the surface temperature of the body.

The temperature is controlled by an Arduino UNO whose

implemented algorithm allows the test system’s temperature

to alter from 30 °C and 55 °C. Upper and lower limits

are both determined by hardware limitations and project

specifications. The diagram of the test system is given in

Figures 8.

The aim is to test the device for a singular subject within

a range which reflects expected body temperatures of a

baby, including fewer, hypothermia and normal conditions,

therefore the system is designed to manipulate the surface

body temperature from 34 °C to 38 °C.

The plastic surface is monitored using a thermocouple

to assure that the desired surface temperature is reached.

Since the plastic has different thermal conduction properties

than water, the required time for thermal equilibrium is

measured to be more than approximately 10 minutes in

our experiments with the help of the Arduino UNO and

a waterproof digital thermometer [32], depending on the

difference between initial surface temperature and the final

Table I
COMPONENT COST TABLE

Component Cost (in $)

Raspberry Pi 3B+ 35

Waveshare Picam 5MP Noir 27.99

FLIR Lepton Thermal Camera 184.95

DHT-22 Humidity and Temperature Sensor 4.52

32GB microSD Card Class U1 6.79

Ugreen USB Soundcard 12.77

Generic Analog Microphone 1.83

Generic USB Powered Stereo Speakers 3.66

Raspberry Pi Power Adapter 12.82

Miscellaneous Costs (Ribbon cables, jumper
cables, etc.)

7.82

Total Cost 291.36
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Figure 8. The test system block diagram

Figure 9. Test doll

temperature. Overlaid thermal and RGB images of test system

is given in Figure 9.

The final point considered in the design is the emissivity

difference between the plastic of the doll and the human body,

whose emissivity levels are respectively 0.95 and 0.99. In

order to minimize the emissivity difference, a piece of black

tape is attached on the forehead of the doll, both to cover

the thermocouple and to measure the accurate temperature

over the region.

VII. RESULTS

A set of observations is done to evaluate the performance

of the design on the test system. Reliability of the soft-

ware architecture, multimodal registration and temperature

model constitutes the necessary conditions to demonstrate a

successful proof-of-concept.

A. Validity of Temperature Model

The main expectation of the temperature model is to

comply with the reference graphic provided in the data-

sheet of the FLIR Lepton thermal cameras, as seen in the

Figure 10. The graph provided by the dataset illustrates the

hypothetical case of a radiometry-enabled thermal camera,

that is able to provide real scene temperatures directly to

Figure 10. (Left) Hypothetical Illustration of Camera Output vs. Camera
Temperature in Radiometry-enabled Mode taken from [15], and (right)
calibrated model using Elastic Net regularization. On the right graph, x-axis
stands for the output value and the y-axis is equal to the Tscene of the
graph from the datasheet.

the device. Since the thermal camera in the proposed design

lacks this feature, the temperature model has to reflect similar

properties with the radiometry-enabled case.

When observed, it is evident that the regression model

behaves as expected, and it also delivers accuracy of as high

as 0.4 degrees according to the test results. The temperature

model can be deemed valid based on these results, yet it

is important to note that the obtained accuracy is not in a

medical level, and the prototype should not be used for such

purposes unless a more accurate thermal camera is utilized

instead. Furthermore, during the experiments it is observed

that the casing of the thermal camera severely affects the

temperature model, therefore the Equation 1 may not be

valid for a similar system.

B. Performance of Multiprocessing Architecture

Resources of an embedded system with the purpose of

home-use is limited. Furthermore, we are also limited by cost

constraints as at this price point it is not possible to use an

expensive thermal camera or powerful processing units. Thus,

we proposed a multiprocessing architecture built with Python,

that enables the device to drive two cameras and a variety of

peripherals while also handling server connection. The system

caused no bottleneck and managed to do all of these tasks

simultaneously with efficient handling of processes. In the

end, we managed to obtain a system that can output thermal-

RGB fused video feed with close to 9 FPS while handling

server connection and also driving a speaker, microphone

and a temperature and humidity sensor.

C. Performance of Multimodal Registration

Alignment of the thermal and RGB frames does not have

an sufficient metric to evaluate, but the reliability of the

algorithm is tested on multiple conditions to ensure the

adaptivity of the second-degree polynomial matrix calculation.

Two different examples of such cases can be examined in

Figure 11.

It is important to note here that the mapping for all

studied frames provided an appropriate fit for a second degree

polynomial. Therefore, it can be freely argued that the initial
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Figure 11. Two exemplary usages of frame alignment algorithm. For
both images and from left to right, top to bottom: Thermal frame, RGB
frame, thermal frame with polynomial approximation, and overlaid output.
Red points represent the detected outliers, while green points stand for the
registration vectors from the center of the image to calculate the second
degree polynomial.

assumptions of polynomial warping are sufficient for the

purposes of this concept. Even in the low light conditions,

the illumination of IR LED’s are able to fit properly onto

the region of interests in the RGB frames.

As one of the downsides of the polynomial warping,

the resulting overlay does not have a fixed-size rectangular

bounding box. Although this problem is solvable by an

inverse polynomial warping operation that will map the

overlaid frame back into a rectangular area, in the current

system the frames are cut to an aspect ratio of 3:4 for a

standardized response.

D. Feasibility of the Concept

The feasibility of the system can be investigated by

analyzing two important aspects: The reliability of the system

and the cost associated with the mass-production. Although

providing an exact analysis of the reliability is not possible for

a prototype such as ours, we have demonstrated the successful

implementation of each part in the architecture throughout

this study. For the second point, we can comment on the cost

while also observing the fact that the cost of manufacturing

an end-product is lower than building a prototype. To give

context, baby monitors which are not equipped with thermal

camera for fusion and baby body temperature measurement,

with similar characteristics have retail prices ranging between

75 to 130$. In our cost analysis, we found the cost of building

a prototype as 291$. This can be interpreted as the product

showing promise as a concept and can be realized, since extra

features (real-time thermal video feed and baby temperature

measurement) are not included in the other models. The

cost is reasonable for a prototype as it is likely to go down

with mass production, considering the fact that several end-

consumer products are used for the prototype. Thus, the

product is realizable for the current baby monitor market.

Although the algorithms and hardware design of the system

is able to detect any significant temperature change and to

report successfully within an error margin of 0.4°C, it does

not deliver any medical level accuracy. The human face

is adaptive in terms of body temperature, and we observe

that the temperature varies depending on the environment,

therefore any direct measurements taken from the face using

our device cannot be used as a medical reference but it can

be used as an efficient tool to detect and monitor fever or

hypothermia, providing comparative data over usage time

through assigning a normal temperature range to the infant

face, which is specific to the individual.

As a future work, it is planned to implement additional

peripherals to the design in order to create a model to monitor

patient health in addition to a baby monitor.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have proposed a concept of a baby monitor

that utilizes a thermal and RGB camera at the same system to

provide a wider range of information to the user along with

the visual and audio data. This system is designed to address

fever monitoring procedures which are held manually so far

and these procedures are crucial for neonatal and premature

infants especially.

This project is proven to be realizable for customer

usage satisfying its proof-of-concept basis. Due to current

hardware limitations of the system, our device does not

offer medical level accuracy and prone to be disturbed by

environment conditions such as illumination, temperature and

humidity. The proposed software and hardware architecture

have been tested by the aforementioned test system to ensure

the existence of a fully capable device, along with novel

algorithms to align and process the thermal data with RGB

input. Proposed system stands to be the first of its kind

in terms of a fully integrated thermal and RGB sensors

to provide thermal data of the person of interest, allowing

parents to monitor their children easily and more extensively.
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